
Best Sewing Machine for Home Use
 

16 Best Sewing Machine for Home Use in India Under
15000

We understand the dilemma many aspiring sewists face when selecting the best sewing
machine for home use, especially when working within a budget. Our goal is to simplify your
decision-making process by showcasing the 16 best sewing machines for home use in India, all
priced under 15000.

Machine Enquiry | Free Demo Request

If you're feeling confused with lots of sewing machines and different features, don't worry. Just
fill out the enquiry form at the bottom of the page. Choose your favourite brand, and a
salesperson from that brand will contact you. They'll understand what you need, give you a free
demo, and suggest the best sewing machine for you.

#1 Usha Janome Dream Stitch Automatic Zig-Zag Electric Sewing
Machine
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Dream Stitch Usha Sewing Machine 

Buy it from Flipkart

Dream Stitch is a best-selling Usha Sewing machine for beginners. This is one of the best
sewing machines for home use in India. It has all the basic features that a modern electric
sewing machine should have. Features like automatic buttonholer, free arm sewing, and LED
light simplify tasks, while durable construction ensures reliable, long-lasting performance. With 7
stitches, 14 functions, and a compact design, it offers versatility for personalized projects in
small spaces or on the go.

1. Effortless Stitching: Experience the joy of sewing with ease as the Usha Janome
Dream Stitch machine effortlessly glides through various fabrics, making your stitching
projects a breeze.

2. 7 Built-in Stitches & 14 Stitch Functions: Unleash your creativity with 14 unique stitch
patterns, from basic straight stitches to decorative ones, allowing you to personalize
your sewing projects with style.
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3. Compact and Portable: Designed with convenience in mind, this sewing machine is
compact and lightweight, making it ideal for small spaces and sewing on the go.

4. Automatic 4-step Buttonholer: Say goodbye to buttonhole hassles as this machine
guides you through a simple 4-step process to create perfect buttonholes every time.

5. Free Arm Sewing: Easily sew cuffs, collars, and other circular pieces with the free arm
feature, giving you more flexibility in your projects.

6. Auto Tripping Bobbin System: Auto tripping bobbin ensures that the thread is properly
wound around the bobbin when you begin sewing.

7. LED Sewing Light: Illuminate your workspace with the built-in LED sewing light,
providing clear visibility of your stitches, even in low-light conditions.

8. Thread Tension Control: Achieve perfect stitch quality with adjustable thread tension,
ensuring your stitches are uniform and secure.

9. Durable Build: Crafted with high-quality materials, the Usha Janome Dream Stitch
sewing machine is built to last, providing years of reliable performance.

10. Trusted Brand: Usha Janome is synonymous with trust and quality in the sewing
machine industry, ensuring you invest in a sewing machine you can rely on.
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Discuss with an expert | Understand which machine suits your needs 

#2 Usha Janome Marvela 60-Watt Sewing Machine
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Usha Marvela Blue Janome Sewing Machine 

Buy it from Flipkart
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Marvela Pink Usha Janome Sewing Machine 

Buy it from Flipkart

Whether you're an aspiring seamstress or a seasoned sewing enthusiast, the Usha Janome
Marvela Sewing Machine is your key to unlocking endless creative possibilities. Its user-friendly
design, the array of built-in stitches, and versatile applications make it an ideal sewing machine
for home use for those embarking on their sewing journey. Get ready to sew, create, and
innovate with the Marvela by your side.

1. Compact and Portable Design: The Marvela sewing machine is your perfect sewing
companion, designed with portability in mind. Its compact build and convenient handle
make it effortlessly transportable, allowing you to sew wherever inspiration strikes.

2. Versatile Stitching Options: Explore a world of possibilities with seven built-in stitches,
including the coveted buttonhole stitch, empowering you to tackle a wide range of
sewing projects with finesse.

3. Seven Innovative Applications: Dive into creative sewing with seven preloaded
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applications that include lace fixing, quilting, smocking, and rolled hemming. Marvela is
not just a sewing machine; it's your gateway to artistic expression.

4. Effortless Pattern Selection: Simplify your stitching experience with a single dial for
pattern selection. There is no need for complex adjustments – just turn the dial and let
your creativity flow.

5. Free Arm Zig Zag Magic: The Marvela's free arm feature makes sewing cuffs, collars,
and cylindrical pieces a breeze. Achieve professional-quality finishes on your garments
effortlessly.

6. Buttonhole Brilliance: Say goodbye to the buttonhole anxiety. With Marvela, creating
buttonholes is a breeze, thanks to the buttonhole stitch feature, ensuring your garments
have perfect closures every time.

7. Extra Lift for Quilting: Elevate your quilting projects with ease. The Marvela sewing
machine boasts an extra lift of the pressure foot, making quilting tasks smoother and
more enjoyable.

Usha Janome Marvela vs Dream Stitch – Which Sewing Machine is the Best

Dream Stitch Vs Marvela Stitch Functions 

Both Sewing machines have exact identical features except the following two.
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Difference in Stitch Functions in the above image.
The Marvela consumes less electricity as it is a 60W sewing machine, whereas the
Dream Stitch consumes more electricity as it is a 75W Sewing Machine. So, a difference
of 15 watts.

So you can choose any of them which has a low price. When we are writing this blog post, Usha
Janome Marvela Blue and Usha Janome Dream Stitch have the same price. However, Usha
Janome Marvela Pink price has a higher price than the former two. If the difference in 15 watts
of energy can make you significantly save on your electricity bill, then you can go with Marvela.
However, 15 watts does not seem to create much difference.

It could be possible that Usha will discontinue the Usha Janome Dream Stitch product line, so
they have launched Marvela.

Feature Dream Stitch Marvela
Bobbin System  Auto tripping Auto tripping
Button Hole Sewing  4 Step 4 Step
Dimension of Box (LxWxH) 384 mm x 207 mm x 290 mm 384 mm x 207 mm x 290 mm
Drop Feed for Embroidery No No
Needle Threading Manual Manual
Number of Stitch Functions 14 14
Pressure Adjustor No No
Sewing Light Yes Yes
Sewing Speed 550SPM (Stitches Per Minute) 550SPM (Stitches Per Minute)
Stitch Length Control No No
Stitch Pattern Selector Dial Type Dial Type
Stitch Width 5mm 5 mm
Stitch Width Control No No
Thread Tension Control Manual Manual
Triple Strength Stitch No No
Twin Needle Capability No No
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Discuss with an expert | Understand which machine suits your needs 

#3 Singer Promise 1408 Electric Sewing Machine

We have been discussing Usha sewing machines. Now let us change our taste. The Singer
Promise 1408 Sewing Machine is your partner in creativity, ensuring you can sew with
confidence and bring your unique projects to life. With its array of features and user-friendly
design, it's one of the best sewing machine for home use in India. Say goodbye to limitations
and hello to limitless sewing possibilities with Singer Promise 1408.
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Singer Promise 1408 Sewing Machine 

Buy it from Amazon

1. 8 Built-in Stitches: With a versatile range of eight built-in stitches at your fingertips,
your sewing possibilities are endless. From basic stitches to decorative designs, the
Singer Promise 1408 has you covered.

2. Swift Sewing Speed: Zoom through your projects with a sewing speed of 750 stitches
per minute (SPM), ensuring you complete your creations in no time.

3. Four-Step Buttonhole Brilliance: Create picture-perfect buttonholes with the four-step
buttonhole style, adding a professional touch to your garments.

4. Twenty-Four Stitch Options: Dive into a world of creativity with a total of 24 stitches to
choose from, allowing you to explore new sewing horizons.
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5. Neat and Organized: Keep your sewing essentials in check with the convenient
accessory storage, ensuring you have everything you need within arm's reach.

6. Electric Elegance: Powered by electricity for effortless sewing, the Singer Promise
1408 streamlines your stitching experience.

7. Thread Tension Mastery: Achieve impeccable stitch quality with adjustable thread
tension, ensuring your stitches are consistently even and secure.

8. Effortless Stitch Selection: Navigate stitch selection with ease using the intuitive Stitch
Selector Dial. Simply turn the dial to choose the perfect stitch for your project.

9. Backward Brilliance: Secure your seams effortlessly with the reverse sewing feature,
an essential technique to prevent unravelling.

10. Built to Last: The heavy-duty metal frame provides durability and stability, ensuring
your sewing machine stands the test of time.

11. Quick-Change Presser Feet: Swap presser feet effortlessly with the Snap-On Presser
Feet feature, enabling various sewing techniques with ease.

12. Illuminating LED Light: Enjoy a bright and clear sewing area with the built-in LED light,
ensuring you never miss a stitch.

13. Automatic Buttonhole: Achieve flawless buttonholes effortlessly with the automatic
four-step buttonhole feature.

14. Convenient Threading: Say goodbye to threading woes with the easy threading
system, saving you time and frustration.

15. Extra High Presser Foot Lifter: Accommodate thick fabrics and multiple layers
effortlessly with the extra high presser foot lifter.

16. Accessories Galore: Your sewing arsenal is complete with an included accessory box,
keeping all your extras neatly organized.

17. Compact and Portable: Despite its robust features, the Singer Promise 1408 remains
lightweight and portable, equipped with a handle for easy transport.

18. Artistry at Your Fingertips: Delight in inbuilt decorative designs, adding a touch of
elegance to your creations.

19. Motor and Base: A sturdy motor and base provide a stable foundation for your sewing
endeavours.
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Usha Dream Stitch Vs Marvela Vs Singer Promise 1408

So, we've got the Usha Dream Stitch or Marvela and the Singer Promise 1408, both claiming to
be twins in features and sewing experiences, with just a teeny-tiny difference. Now, let's get
down to the nitty-gritty to help you decide. Singer 1408 may score a few points (check out the
thrilling table below), but the real game-changer could be, in some cases – the after-sale
service. It's like picking between two cool movies, and both throw in free popcorn. Tough
choices, right?

Marvela Dream Stitch Promise 1408
Weight 5kg 500g Weight 5kg 900g Weight 2.87kg
Speed 550 SPM Speed 550 SPM Speed 700 SPM
Material Plastic Material Plastic Material Metal
7 Built-in Stitch 7 Built-in Stitch 8 Built-in Stitch
14 Stitch Functions 14 Stitch Functions 24 Stitch Functions
No Stitch Length Control No Stitch Length Control No Stitch Length Control
Bright LED Bright LED Dim LED
Power Consumption 60W Power Consumption 75W Power Consumption 70W
Customer Service Better Customer Service Better Slow After-Sale Service
Price Price Price

#4 Singer Fashion Maker 1409 Electric Sewing Machine

Here's another Singer model for you – the Singer Fashion Maker 1409. It's basically the
identical twin of Promise 1408 but with a few extra perks. Of course, these extras come with a
slightly higher price tag, but they do make it stand out as one of the best sewing machines for
home use in India.
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Singer FM 1409 Sewing Machine 

Buy it from Flipkart

1. Varied Stitching Possibilities: 9 Built-In Stitches and 1 Buttonhole Style

Offers a broad spectrum of sewing options with nine inbuilt stitches.
Streamlined buttonhole creation process with a dedicated one-buttonhole style.

2. Precision Tailoring Control: Personalized Stitch Length and Zigzag Width Options

Tailor your projects with precision using adjustable stitch length and zigzag width.
Achieve accurate top stitching with two selectable needle positions.

3. Enhanced Safety Measures: Automatic Bobbin Winding with Needle Bar Disconnection

Automatic bobbin winding prioritizes user safety by disconnecting the needle bar.
Seamlessly wind bobbins without the risk of injuries.
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4. Structural Integrity for Stable Performance: Sturdy Heavy-Duty Metal Frame

Enjoy skip-free sewing with the stability provided by the heavy-duty metal frame.
Durable construction ensures long-lasting performance.

5. User-Friendly Design Features: Retractable Free Arm and Snap-On Presser Feet

Conveniently sew sleeves, cuffs, and collars with the retractable free arm.
Quick and easy presser foot changes facilitated by snap-on design.

6. Comprehensive Accessory Package and Storage: On-Board Accessory Storage

The accessory-rich package includes a zipper foot, a zigzag foot, a button foot, and
more.
Keep your workspace organized with on-board storage for essential accessories.

7. Optimal Performance Metrics: Sewing Speed of 700 SPM and Extra-High Presser Foot
Lifter

Achieve timely completion with a sewing speed of 700 Stitches Per Minute (SPM).
Easily handle bulky fabrics with the extra-high presser foot lifter.

8. Inclusive Package for Ready-to-Go Sewing: Extensive Accessories and Dust Cover

A comprehensive set of accessories, including needles, bobbins, seam guides, and
more.
Protect your machine with the included dust cover for longevity.

In Conclusion,Everything in the Singer Fashion Maker 1409 Electric Sewing Machine is the
same as the Singer Promise 1408 model except few advantages. The following are the
advantages that make 1409 far better within a similar price range, making it one of the best
choices for home use.

Singer Fashion Maker 1409 vs Singer Promise 1408

Feature Singer 1408 Singer 1409
Length of the Stitch Stitch length is preset Stitch length can be controlled

via the stitch length dial
Width of Zigzag Stitch Width is preset The width can be changed; the

Option given in the pattern
selector dial

Button Stitch Can be done Can be done. The advantage of
1409 as the width of the zigzag
stitch can be changed,
providing more versatility

Satin Stitch Cannot be done Can be done
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#5 Singer 1304 Start Electric Sewing Machine

Singer 1304 Start Sewing Machine 

Check Price in FlipKart

Are you ready to take your sewing skills to the next level? The Singer 1304 Sewing Machine is
the perfect companion for clothing alterations and initiating new projects. Boasting a lightweight
and compact design, this sewing marvel is not only easy to transport but also requires minimal
storage space.

Versatile Stitching with Six Built-in Stitches

The Singer 1304 comes equipped with six built-in stitches, providing a wide range of options to
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meet all your tailoring requirements. From basic stitches to decorative ones, let your creativity
flow effortlessly.

Effortless Buttonhole Creation with Four-step Buttonhole

Making buttonholes has never been easier. The four-step buttonhole feature guides you through
a simple process, allowing you to add professional-looking buttonholes to your garments with
precision.

Preset Mode for Seamless Stitching

Bid farewell to guesswork! The preset stitch length and width function ensures you achieve the
desired results every time, providing a hassle-free and enjoyable sewing experience.

Free Arm for Convenient Access

Navigate through cuffs, collars, pant hems, and other hard-to-reach small areas effortlessly with
the free arm feature. Enjoy unparalleled accessibility while working on intricate details.

Automatic Bobbin Winding for Safety

Winding the bobbin is a breeze with the Singer 1304. Follow the numbered diagram on the
sewing machine, and the needle bar disengages automatically for safe bobbin winding. The
bobbin stops turning once fully filled, offering a seamless experience.

Specifications

Brand: Singer
Model Name: 1304 Start Sewing Machine with 6 Built-In Stitches, Free Arm Sewing
Machine - Best Sewing Machine for Beginner By AA Retails.
Color: White
Type: Electric
Number of Stitches: 6
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 4
Sewing Speed: 750 SPM
Dimensions: Width - 33 cm, Height - 17 cm, Depth - 29 cm
Weight: 4.5 kg

In The Box:

1 Sewing Machine

Unleash your creativity and sewing prowess with the Singer 1304 Start Sewing Machine.
Perfect for beginners and seasoned enthusiasts alike, it's time to bring your sewing dreams to
life!
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#6 Singer 2250 Tradition Electric Sewing Machine

10 Built-in stitch.Indulge in the joy of creating beautiful frocks for your little one, fixing shirt
buttons, and stitching stunning cushion covers with the Singer 2250 Tradition sewing machine.
Again, another excellent sewing machine from Singer within budget makes it the best choice as
a sewing machine for home use. This versatile machine allows you to let your imagination run
wild and brings your sewing projects to life effortlessly.

Singer FM 2250 Electric Sewing Machine 
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Check Price in Flipkart

Easy to Use for Every Project

With ten decorative and basic stitch patterns, the Singer 2250 Tradition empowers you to sew,
craft, alter, and repair anything you desire. Threading the needle is a breeze, thanks to the user-
friendly arrows drawn on the machine. Create perfectly aligned buttonholes in just four easy
steps and seamlessly transition between stitching levels with the snap-on presser feet.

Excellent Stitching Results

Achieve impeccable stitching results with the convenience of adjustable stitch length, preventing
fabric bunching. The zigzag width ensures the strength of your seams, guaranteeing durability
in every creation.

View All Features

Number of Stitches: 10
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 4
Sewing Speed: 800 SPM
Bed Type: Free Arm
Bobbin Winder: Yes
Start/Stop Button: Yes
Dimensions: Width - 43.4 cm, Height - 33.5 cm, Depth - 20.6 cm
Weight: 5.51 kg

Specifications

Brand: Singer
Model Name: FM 2250
Color: White
Type: Electric
Shape: Rectangle

In The Box:

1 Sewing machine
Foot Pedal
Power cord

Whether you're a seasoned pro or just starting your sewing journey, the Singer 2250 Tradition
sewing machine provides a perfect blend of ease and functionality. Bring your ideas to life with
this reliable companion that turns every stitch into a masterpiece. Let your creativity flourish!

#7 brother JA 1400 Electric Sewing Machine
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In the same price range, this sewing machine has the potential to stand out among Singer and
Usha models. However, I'll let you make the final call based on your needs and the features
offered. The Brother JA1400 is a compact and user-friendly machine tailored for sewing and
mending tasks. Boasting 14 built-in stitches, a 4-step buttonhole, and convenient features, it
ensures a hassle-free sewing experience. Now, let's delve into the essential features and
specifications of this reliable sewing companion.

Brother JA 1400 

Get it from Flipkart

Key Features:
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1. 14 Built-In Stitches:

The machine offers 14 built-in stitches, providing versatility for various sewing
projects.

2. 4-Step Buttonhole:

The 4-step buttonhole function ensures easy and precise creation of buttonholes
for garments.

3. Auto Set Stitch Length and Width:

The machine features automatic settings for stitch length and width, eliminating
the need for manual adjustments.

4. Free Arm Sewing:

Easily convertible from a traditional flatbed to a free arm, allowing for convenient
sewing of cuffs and sleeves.

5. LED Lighting:

Equipped with LED lighting for bright and clear visibility, making sewing tasks
easy on the eyes.

6. Top Load Bobbin:

The top load bobbin design ensures easy bobbin setting and maintenance and
provides a clear view of the bobbin.

7. DVD Included:

Comes with a helpful DVD that provides step-by-step guidance into sewing and
includes instructions for two starter sewing projects.

Specifications:

Brand: Brother
Model Name: JA 1400
Colour: White
Type: Electric
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Number of Stitches: 14
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 1
Sewing Speed: 750 SPM
LCD Screen Display: No
Thread Tension Adjustment: Yes
Maximum Stitch Width: 5 mm
Bobbin Type: Drop-in
Bobbin Winder: Yes
LED Needle Light: Yes
Width: 14.478 cm
Height: 30.48 cm
Depth: 39.116 cm
Weight: 5.7 kg

In The Box:

Sewing Machine
Paddle
Instruction Manual
Demo CD

Operation Overview:

1. Winding the Bobbin:

Place the bobbin on the spindle, follow the threading guide, and wind the bobbin.
The drop-in bobbin ensures easy winding.

2. Threading the Machine:

Follow the threading guide, ensuring the needle is in the correct up position. The
front-to-back threading path simplifies the process.

3. Drawing Up the Bobbin Thread:

Use the handwheel to draw up the bobbin thread to the top of the machine.

4. Selecting Stitches:

Choose from the 14 built-in stitches based on your sewing needs.

5. Sewing Straight and Zigzag Stitches:
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Sew straight stitches or explore zigzag stitches by selecting the desired stitch
number.

6. Free Arm Sewing:

Convert to free-arm sewing for tasks like hemming cuffs or sleeves.

7. Buttonhole Creation:

Use the manual buttonhole foot to create buttonholes. Mark the length of your
fabric for precise results.

8. LED Lighting and Top Load Bobbin:

Benefit from the LED lighting for clear visibility and the top load bobbin for easy
maintenance.

9. DVD Guide:

Refer to the included DVD for step-by-step instructions and beginner-friendly
sewing projects.

Conclusion:

The Brother JA1400 Sewing Machine offers simplicity, reliability, and versatility. Whether you're
a beginner or need a reliable machine for mending, its user-friendly features and straightforward
operation make it a valuable addition to your sewing toolkit. Explore the world of sewing with
confidence using the Brother JA1400.

#8 brother GS 1700 Electric Sewing Machine

Here's another standout from Brother, priced a bit higher than the previously discussed sewing
machines but offering many additional features. Undoubtedly, it stands as one of the best
sewing machines for both home use and light to medium sewing tasks for your home business.
The Brother GS 1700 sewing machine is a feature-rich and user-friendly device crafted to meet
your creative sewing requirements. Let's explore its key features and specifications to see how
it can enhance your sewing experience.
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Brother GS 1700 

Get it from Flipkart

Key Features:

1. In-built 17 Stitching Modes:

Enjoy a variety of stitching options with 17 in-built stitching modes, providing
versatility for different sewing projects.

2. LED Lights:

Illuminate your sewing area with built-in LED lights, ensuring clear visibility for
precise stitching.
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3. Top Load Bobbin:

The top load bobbin design makes bobbin loading convenient, allowing you to
focus more on your creative endeavors.

4. Automatic Needle Threading System:

Say goodbye to tedious needle threading. The automatic needle threading
system simplifies the threading process, saving you time and effort.

5. 4-Step Buttonhole:

Create professional-looking buttonholes effortlessly with the 4-step buttonhole
feature.

Specifications:

Brand: Brother
Model Name: GS 1700
Colour: Pink
Type: Electric
Shade: White
Number of Stitches: 17
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 1
Sewing Speed: 800 SPM
LCD Screen Display: No
Number of Feeds: 0
Material: Plastic
Shape: Portable
Number of Needle Positions: 0

Performance Features:

Number of Embroidery Fonts: 0
Number of Sewing Fonts: 17
Stitch Pattern Selector: Tact Dial
Thread Tension Adjustment: Yes
Maximum Stitch Width: 5 mm
Maximum Stitch Length: 5 mm
Bed Type: Free Arm
Memory Function: No
Memory Capacity: 0 MB
Other Performance Features: Apollo Hook, Full Shuttle
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Body And Design Features:

Bobbin Type: Drop-in, Top Load Bobbin
Bobbin Winder: Yes
Foot Pedal Type: Buttonhole Foot A, Button Stitch Foot M, Zipper Foot I, Blind Stitch
Foot, Zig Zag Foot J
Built-in Needle Threader: Yes
LED Needle Light: Yes
Touchscreen: No
Fabric Selector Knob: No
Start/Stop Button: No
Programmable Needle Up Down: No
Extension Table: No
Other Body And Design Features: Not Applicable (NA)

Convenience Features:

Automatic Reverse: No
Stitch-out Time Indicator: No
Twin Needle Guard: No
Adjustable Knee Lift: No
LED Needle Light: Yes
Automatic Thread Cutter: No
Auto Lock Button: No
Other Convenience Features: Reverse Button

Power Features:

Power Requirement: 220V - 240V
Power Consumption: 60 W
Power Saving Mechanism: Yes

Additional Features:

Notifications: NA
Other Features: NA

Dimensions:

Width: 12.7 cm
Height: 26.67 cm
Depth: 12.7 cm
Work Area: 10 inches
Weight: 6 kg
Other Dimensions: NA

Conclusion:
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The Brother GS 1700 sewing machine is a versatile and efficient tool that combines creativity
with functionality. With a range of stitching modes, automatic features, and LED lighting, it
provides an ideal platform for sewing enthusiasts. Unleash your imagination and bring your
sewing projects to life with the Brother GS 1700.

#9 Usha Janome Excella DLX Electric Sewing Machine

USHA EXCELLA DLX Electric Sewing Machine 

Best Price from Flipkart

Are you ready to elevate your sewing experience? Look no further than the Usha Excella DLX
Sewing Machine, your perfect companion for all your tailoring assignments. Let's dive into the
features that make this sewing machine an exceptional choice for home use under 15000 INR.
(The point to be noted here, the MRP of the Machine is more than 15k. However, the machine
is available in below 15k on offer at the time when this blog post was written.)

Automatic Needle Threader

Say goodbye to the tedious task of threading the needle's eye manually. The Usha Excella DLX
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comes equipped with an automatic needle threader, saving you valuable time and effort.

Effortless Stitch Control with Lever-type Feed Drop

Experience seamless stitching with the lever-type feed drop feature. Once the needle is out of
the fabric, enjoy effortless movement and gain control over stitch length and direction with ease.

Versatility at Your Fingertips - 13 Built-in Stitches

Tackle a variety of tasks effortlessly with the 13 built-in stitches. Whether you're working on
intricate designs or simply fixing buttons with the easy buttonholer, this sewing machine is up to
the challenge.

Illuminate Your Creativity with LED Light

No more struggling with dimly lit sewing areas! The Usha Excella DLX comes with an LED light
that brightens up your workspace, providing a clear vision for precise stitching.

Hassle-free Thread Cutting

Simplify your post-stitching routine with the faceplate thread cutter. Cutting threads is now a
breeze, adding convenience to your sewing process.

Triple-strength Stitch for Durability

Create seams that stand the test of time with the triple-strength stitch feature. Lock in your
stitches three times for added strength, perfect for projects that demand durability.

Specifications

Brand: USHA
Model Name: EXCELLA DLX
Color: White, Blue
Type: Electric
Number of Stitches: 13
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 2
Sewing Speed: 800 SPM
Dimensions: Width - 37 cm, Height - 28 cm, Depth - 15 cm
Weight: 6 kg

In The Box:

1 Sewing Machine with accessories

Get ready to elevate your sewing game with the Usha Excella DLX Sewing Machine – a perfect
blend of innovation, functionality, and affordability. Bring your creative visions to life with every
stitch!
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Discuss with an expert | Understand which machine suits your needs 

#10 USHA Janome Allure Electric Sewing Machine

Built-in Stitches 13. Elevate your sewing experience with the USHA Janome Allure, a sleek
and efficient electric sewing machine designed to bring your creative visions to life. From
complimentary sewing lessons to a variety of stitch functions, this machine is a perfect blend of
innovation and convenience.

This sewing machine is perfect for home use, allowing you to create dresses for yourself and
your family or even kickstart a small home-based business. While the starting price may appear
high at an MRP of approximately 16,500 INR, it's important to highlight that, at the time of the
blog post, it was on offer for a more affordable ~14,000 INR. So the present-day cost can differ.

Tailoring Business Ideas
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Usha Janome Allure 

Get it from Flipkart

Key Features

Complimentary Sewing Lessons: Embark on your sewing journey with complimentary sewing
lessons accessible through the Usha Store. Unlock a world of knowledge to enhance your skills
and master the art of stitching.

Versatile Stitching Options: With 13 built-in stitches, including buttonhole stitch, and 21
applications such as stretch stitching, button fixing, rolled hemming, satin stitch, zip fixing, and
smocking, the Janome Allure caters to a diverse range of sewing needs.

User-Friendly Design: The machine features two dials for easy pattern and stitch length
selection, ensuring effortless customization according to your project requirements. The
lightweight design with a carrying handle enhances portability.

Auto-Tripping Bobbin System: Experience seamless sewing with the auto-tripping bobbin
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system, accompanied by a 4-step buttonhole sewing feature. The machine operates at a sewing
speed of 550 SPM, providing efficiency without compromising precision.

Triple Strength Stitch: Craft durable seams with the triple-strength stitch feature, ensuring your
creations withstand the test of time.

Convenient and Illuminating: The built-in sewing light illuminates your workspace, and the
thread cutter on the needle bar adds convenience to your sewing process.

Specifications

Brand: USHA
Model Name: Janome Allure
Colour: White
Type: Electric
Number of Stitches: 13
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 4
Sewing Speed: 860 SPM
Power Consumption: 60 W
Dimensions: Width - 38.1 cm, Height - 28.7782 cm, Depth - 20.4978 cm
Weight: 7.4 kg

In The Box

1 Sewing Machine
1 Instruction Booklet
1 Cover

Empower your creativity with the USHA Janome Allure Electric Sewing Machine – where
innovation meets simplicity. Whether you're a seasoned crafter or a novice, this machine
promises a delightful sewing experience tailored to your artistic aspirations.
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#11 Usha Allure DLX Electric Sewing Machine

21 Built-in Stitches. An Advanced version of the previous sewing machine, Usha Allure.
This is more versatile than normal Allure with more built-in stitch, so no-brainer: the best sewing
machine for home use as well as your small business. However, the MRP is above 15k INR. But
at the time when the blog post was written, it was available for a much more budget-friendly
price of ~14,400 INR.

The epitome of sewing excellence with its advanced features catering to both functionality and
convenience. If you're in search of a high-performance sewing machine to seamlessly tackle all
your stitching assignments, the Allure DLX Automatic Sewing Machine is your perfect
companion.
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Usha Allure DLX 

Get it from Flipkart

Automatic Needle Threading for Effortless Sewing

Bid farewell to the hassles of manual threading with the automatic needle threader. Watch as
the thread effortlessly flows into the eye of the needle, eliminating the need for tedious manual
intervention and saving you valuable time.

Automated Feed Drop for Superior Stitching and Embroidery

The automatic feed drop system ensures a smooth sewing experience. As it moves while you
sew, it gently grasps the bottom cloth, allowing it to flow through the machine seamlessly. This
feature is perfect for achieving superior-quality stitches and embroidery.

Versatility at Your Fingertips - 13 Built-in Stitches

Explore a world of creative possibilities with 13 built-in stitches. From smocking and button fixing
to stretch stitching, zip fixing, blind stitch hemming, and rolled hemming, this sewing machine is
your go-to for a variety of tasks.

Bright LED Light for Enhanced Visibility

Experience efficient lighting while you sew, thanks to the bright LED light. Enjoy enhanced
visibility for meticulous stitching, even in low-light conditions.
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Convenient Thread Cutting with Face Plate Cutter

Streamline your post-stitching routine with the face plate thread cutter. Cutting threads is now a
breeze, adding convenience to your sewing process.

Enduring Stitches with Triple-Strength Stitch Option

Create durable seams with the triple-strength stitch option. Lock in your stitches three times for
added strength, making it ideal for sewing seams meant to last for a long time.

Specifications

Brand: USHA
Model Name: ALLURE DLX WITH SEWING KIT
Colour: White, Pink
Type: Electric
Number of Stitches: 21
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 4
Sewing Speed: 860 SPM
Maximum Stitch Width: 5 mm
Maximum Stitch Length: 4 mm
Power Requirement: 60
Dimensions: Width - 38.8 cm, Height - 29.5 cm, Depth - 15.2 cm
Weight: 6 kg

In The Box

Sewing machine main unit
Accessories
Instruction manual and warranty card
SEWING KIT

Please note that the sewing KIT is provided with the machine as of now when the blog post is
being written. But this can change, and the company can opt to discard the Kit as per their
policy in the future.

If you are looking for a sewing KIT you can look for beginner's sewing at Disha as well.

Beginner's Sewing KIT from Disha

Elevate your sewing experience with the Usha Allure DLX – where innovation meets durability.
Unleash your creativity and stitch with confidence!
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#12 Usha Wonder Stitch Sewing Machine

Please note that this sewing machine has been listed under 'best sewing machine for home use
within 15000INR'; however, at the time when the blog post was written, the price for this
machine was more than 15k on Amazon on the other hand, below 15k on Flipkart. This can
reverse in the future or even the price can cross 15k in both e-commerce portals. Having said
that, the machine is value for money. Let us discuss that.

As the name suggests, Wonder Stitch is a wonderful invention by Usha, packed with advanced
features such as automatic needle threading, triple-strength stitch, and automatic feed dog
drop. This sewing marvel is your go-to solution for all your tailoring needs. Be it home use or
starting your own business.
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Usha Wonder Stitch 

Get it from FlipKart

Key Features

Effortless Stitching with Automatic Needle Threading: No more struggling with threading!
The automatic needle threading feature eliminates manual intervention, effortlessly passing the
thread through the needle hole or aperture.

Durability in Every Stitch with Triple Strength Stitch: Experience the assurance of durable
stitching with the triple-strength stitch pattern. Your creations will stay firmly on the fabric,
resisting easy wear and tear.

Seamless Stitching Experience with Automatic Feed Dog Drop: The automatic feed dog
drop gently moves your fabric through the machine, ensuring a seamless stitching experience
without causing any damage.
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Versatility at Your Fingertips - Built-in Stitches and Applications: Perform 21 different
types of stitches, including buttonhole, straight, zigzag, tricot, satin, and fine blind stitching. The
nine sewing applications, such as stretch stitching, button fixing, rolled hemming, and smocking,
cater to your specific tailoring needs effortlessly.

Specifications

Brand: USHA
Model Name: Wonder Stitch
Colour: White
Type: Electric
Number of Stitches: 13
Stitch Functions: 21
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 4
Sewing Speed: 860 SPM
Maximum Stitch Width: 5 mm
Maximum Stitch Length: 4 mm
Bed Type: Free Arm
Built-in Needle Threader: Yes
Start/Stop Button: Yes
Power Requirement: 230 V
Power Consumption: 60 W
Dimensions: Width - 34.2 cm, Height - 22.2 cm, Depth - 43.9 cm
Weight: 7.2 kg

In The Box

1 Sewing Machine
Paddle
Power Cord
Instruction Manual
Accessories
Warranty Card

Again, please note that the extra items in the box are being offered when the blog post is
written. This can change over time.

Warranty

Warranty Summary: 2 years Manufacturer's Warranty

Discover the joy of effortless and versatile stitching with the Usha Janome Wonder Stitch
Automatic Zig-Zag Electric Sewing Machine. Unleash your creativity and stitch with confidence!
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#13 Singer FM Simple 3229 Electric Sewing Machine

The price of this sewing machine is quite high. The MRP is ~ 23k INR. However, it is listed
under 'Best Sewing Machine for Home Use within 15K' because at the time when the blog post
was written, it was available in ~ 13.5k INR. Having said that, the price can increase again. But
this is a value for money. With so many features, this machine can be used to start a small
business from home or simply for home use.

Experience the perfect blend of simplicity and efficiency with the Singer FM Simple 3229
Electric Sewing Machine. Boasting a charming White and Green colour combination, this
sewing machine is not just aesthetically pleasing but also packed with features that make every
stitch a breeze.
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Singer FM Simple 3229 

Get it from FlipKart

Key Features:

Effortless Stitching with 29 Built-In Stitches: Choose from a versatile selection of 29 built-in
stitches, including 6 basic, 7 stretch, 15 decorative, and 1 automatic 4-step buttonhole stitch.
This extensive variety ensures the right stitch for every project.

User-Friendly Features: Enjoy hassle-free sewing with easy threading, stitch selection, and
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adjustable stitch length and width. The machine offers up to 5mm stitch width, allowing you to
customize your stitches effortlessly. The heavy-duty metal frame ensures durability and stability
during your sewing projects.

Versatile Sewing Experience: The extra-high presser foot lifter, full metal frame, sewing speed
of up to 750 stitches per minute, automatic reverse, and free arm make this sewing machine
perfect for handling even the most challenging fabrics. Sew with confidence and precision.

Expand Your Creativity: The Singer FM Simple 3229 comes with four Snap-On presser feet,
including an All-Purpose Foot, Zipper Foot, Buttonhole Foot, and Button Sewing Foot. Easily
change presser feet to explore new sewing techniques and enhance your creativity.

Specifications:

Brand: Singer
Model Name: FM Simple 3229
Colour: White, Green
Type: Electric
Number of Stitches: 29
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 1
Sewing Speed: 800 SPM
Dimensions: Width - 23 cm, Height - 34 cm, Depth - 42 cm
Weight: 7.3 kg

Efficiency Meets Creativity:

The Singer FM Simple 3229 is not just a sewing machine; it's a creative companion that
simplifies the sewing process while offering a plethora of stitching options. Whether you're a
beginner or an experienced seamstress, this sewing machine delivers precision and versatility
with every stitch.

Unleash your creativity, explore new sewing techniques, and achieve professional results
effortlessly with the Singer FM Simple 3229 Electric Sewing Machine.

#14 Singer Fashion Maker 3223 - Red and Green

While the initial price of this sewing machine might seem steep, with an MRP of around 17,000
INR, it's worth noting that at the time of the blog post, it was available for a much more budget-
friendly price. The green colour machine is available for ~13,900 INR. The red colour machine is
available for ~ 15,000 INR. Although prices could go up, this machine is considered a great
value-for-money deal. Packed with numerous features, it's suitable for starting a small business
from home or just for personal use.

The Singer Simple 3223 R sewing machine seamlessly combines aesthetics and features,
setting it apart from other zigzag sewing machines. With an elegant colour that catches the eye,
this sewing marvel offers a perfect blend of style and practicality. From basic stitching to
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decorative sewing, it caters to all your sewing projects with its 23 built-in stitches and many
features.

Singer Fashion Maker 3223 

Get it from Flipkart
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Singer FM 3223 

Get it from Flipkart

Key Features:

23 Built-In Stitches for Versatile Sewing: Choose from a variety of stitches for basic sewing,
decorative stitching, and more. The 23 built-in stitches make it a versatile companion for various
sewing projects.

Four-Step Buttonhole Function: Sew buttonholes effortlessly with the four-step buttonhole
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function. Create professional-looking buttonholes in a simple and convenient manner.

Adjustable Stitch Length and Zigzag Width: Customize the appearance of your stitches by
adjusting the stitch length and zigzag width. Keep your seams firm and prevent bunching on
different fabric types.

Convenient Threading with Printed Instructions: Say goodbye to threading woes. The
sewing machine features printed instructions for hassle-free threading, making the setup
process a breeze.

Snap-On Presser Feet for Easy Switching: Easily switch between different presser feet
without the need for a screwdriver. The snap-on presser feet feature ensures a quick and
convenient transition.

Automatic Bobbin Winding for Safety: The needle bar automatically disconnects during
bobbin winding, prioritizing your safety and making the process hassle-free.

Robust Metal Frame for Durability: Experience skip-free sewing with the heavy-duty metal
frame, ensuring long-lasting durability and stability.

High Presser Foot Lifter for Thick Fabrics: The high presser foot lifter provides extra space,
allowing you to sew through multiple layers of heavy fabric with ease.

Four-Segment Feed Dog System for Precision: Integrated with a four-segment feed dog
system, the sewing machine ensures precise feeding of fabric from front to back, enhancing
stitching accuracy.

Free Arm with On-board Storage: The free arm facilitates easy access to cuffs, collars, and
pant hems, while on-board storage keeps accessories within reach for added convenience.

Adjustable Tension for Consistent Stitch Quality: Maintain consistent stitch quality across
different fabric types with the adjustable tension feature.

Highly Portable with Built-in Carry Handle: Thanks to the built-in carry handle, this sewing
machine is highly portable, allowing you to carry it effortlessly from one place to another.

Superior Performance with High Sewing Speed: With a sewing speed of up to 750 stitches
per minute, the Singer Simple 3223 R ensures fast and smooth stitching for efficient results.

Specifications:

Brand: Singer
Model Name: FM 3223 - R and G
Colour: Pink
Type: Electric
Number of Stitches: 23
Number of Buttonhole Styles: 4
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Sewing Speed: 800 SPM
Dimensions: Width - 18 cm, Height - 33 cm, Depth - 38 cm
Weight: 7.65 kg

In The Box:

1 Sewing Machine

Discover the joy of sewing with the Singer Simple 3223 R – where elegance meets functionality,
making every stitch a masterpiece!

#15 brother GS 2700 Electric Sewing Machine

The Brother GS 2700 sewing machine is a powerful and versatile electric sewing device that
enhances your creative capabilities. Let's explore its key features and specifications to
understand how it can meet your sewing needs.
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Brother GS 2700 

Get it from Flipkart

Key Features:

1. 27 Built-in Stitches:

Benefit from a wide range of stitching options with 27 built-in stitches, providing
flexibility for various sewing projects.

2. 1 Buttonhole Style:

Create professional buttonholes effortlessly with the 1 built-in buttonhole style.

3. High Sewing Speed:

Enjoy a sewing speed of 850 stitches per minute (SPM), allowing you to
complete your projects efficiently.

4. Thread Tension Adjustment:

Easily adjust the thread tension to achieve optimal stitch quality based on your
fabric and project requirements.

5. Free Arm Bed Type:

Utilize the free arm bed type for easy sewing of cylindrical items like cuffs and
sleeves.

6. Built-in Needle Threader:

Simplify the threading process with the built-in needle threader, saving you time
and effort.

7. LED Needle Light:

Illuminate your sewing area with the LED needle light, ensuring clear visibility for
accurate stitching.
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8. Power Saving Mechanism:

Contribute to energy efficiency with the power-saving mechanism, allowing you
to sew with eco-consciousness.

Performance Features:

Combination Patterns: No
Number of Needle Positions: 3
Maximum Stitch Width: 5 mm
Maximum Stitch Length: 4 mm

Body And Design Features:

Material: Plastic
Shape: Square
Bobbin Type: Drop-in
Extension Table: No
LCD Screen Display: No
Touchscreen: No
Fabric Selector Knob: No
Start/Stop Button: No
Programmable Needle Up Down: No

Convenience Features:

Automatic Reverse: No
Stitch-out Time Indicator: No
Twin Needle Guard: No
Adjustable Knee Lift: No
Automatic Thread Cutter: No
Auto Lock Button: No

Power Features:

Power Requirement: 220V - 240V
Power Consumption: 60 W
Power Saving Mechanism: Yes

Dimensions:

Width: 12.7 cm
Height: 26.67 cm
Depth: 12.7 cm
Weight: 6 kg

Conclusion:
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The Brother GS 2700 sewing machine combines functionality and efficiency, making it an
excellent choice for sewing enthusiasts. With a variety of stitches, adjustable features, and user-
friendly design, this sewing machine empowers you to bring your creative visions to life. The
power-saving mechanism and compact dimensions further enhance its appeal.

#16 brother GS-3700 Traditional Sewing Machine

The Brother GS-3700 traditional sewing machine is a versatile and user-friendly device
designed to cater to various sewing needs, from repairs to dressmaking and home furnishing
projects. Let's delve into its features and specifications to understand how it can enhance your
sewing experience.

brother GS 3700 

Get it from Flipkart
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Key Features:

1. 37 Built-in Stitches:

Explore a wide range of stitches with 37 built-in options, providing versatility for
different sewing projects.

2. One-Step Buttonhole & Binding Foot:

Effortlessly create buttonholes with the one-step buttonhole feature. The binding
foot adds convenience to your sewing tasks.

3. Automatic Needle Threader:

Simplify the threading process with the automatic needle threader, saving time
and reducing eye strain.

4. Quick Set Bobbin System:

Enjoy an easy and quick bobbin setup with the Quick Set Bobbin System,
streamlining the threading process.

5. LED Light:

Illuminate your work area effectively with the bright and gentle LED light,
ensuring clear visibility during sewing.

6. Stitch Length & Width Control:

Customize your stitches with adjustable stitch length and width controls,
providing flexibility for creative sewing.

7. Instructional DVD Included:

Enhance your sewing skills with the instructional DVD included, offering
guidance on using the machine and exploring its features.

Performance Features:

Thread Tension Adjustment: Yes
Maximum Stitch Width: 5 mm
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Maximum Stitch Length: 4 mm
Number of Needle Positions: 3
Bed Type: Free Arm

Body And Design Features:

Material: Plastic
Shape: Square
Bobbin Type: Drop-in
Bobbin Winder: Yes
Foot Pedal Type: Buttonhole Foot, Button Sewing Foot, Zipper Foot, Zigzag Foot, Blind
Stitch Foot
Built-in Needle Threader: Yes
LED Needle Light: Yes
Fabric Selector Knob: No
Start/Stop Button: No
Programmable Needle Up Down: No
Extension Table: No

Convenience Features:

Automatic Reverse: No
Stitch-out Time Indicator: No
Twin Needle Guard: No
Adjustable Knee Lift: No
Automatic Thread Cutter: No
Auto Lock Button: No

Power Features:

Power Requirement: 220V - 240V
Power Consumption: 60 W
Power Saving Mechanism: Yes

Dimensions:

Width: 38.1 cm
Height: 27.94 cm
Depth: 13.97 cm
Weight: 6.5 kg

Conclusion:

The Brother GS-3700 sewing machine stands out with its rich set of features, making it an
excellent choice for sewing enthusiasts. Whether you're a beginner or an experienced sewist,
the combination of built-in stitches, automatic features, and instructional support makes this
machine a valuable addition to your creative toolkit.
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Sewing Machine Enquiry
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